
Listening Meetings Question 5: What number of worship services would you like?
 One traditional service
 One mixed service (add some non-traditional music)
 Two: one traditional, one praise
 Two: one traditional, one experimental (‘let’s figure it out’)
 Concerns about Sunday school when there is only one service; don’t feel that Sunday school 

concerns were taken seriously in making this decision
 Any number as long as it/they are full
 One service until we need another//
 One that includes children time and allows for consistent time for Sunday school
 One service at 8:30
 One service at 10:00
 There will have to be a compromise
 Pastors’ time is more efficient with one FULL service
 Consider Praise Service
 One if not merging with Trinity
 Need enough people before having two services /
 Outdoor service was well-attended
 Like the 8:30 service with Sunday school after
 Two—one Sat and one Sun
 No less than two if resources are available; one traditional, one other (praise, contemporary)
 Two with (more than a few minutes) fellowship between (one traditional, one contemporary)
 Have 8:30 service at 9:00
 More than one—want options for times
 Two: early traditional service, later contemporary service with Searchers between //
 Hard for parents to plan/keep up when time of service(s) changes; need consistency
 One on Sunday morning, another at a different time
 However many we have, have a children’s message
 One service (with everything) until we need another
 I would like to have an 8:30 and 11:00 service. I also like the 10:00 ser ice this time of year.
 weekly
 two services: 8:30 and 10:30 would be great
 doesn’t matter as much to me as doing a better job integrating the online part of the 

congregation and getting leadership to refocus time and energy on community-building in the 
congregation


